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Thesis Subject: 

This thesis aims to analyze the educational thought of Sufism in the light of Islamic education 
through Alluma' book for Abu Nasr al-Tusi, one of the prominent figures of Sufism in the fourth century 
AH, by devising knowledge sources from which Sufism draws its knowledge, the foundations upon 
which their education was based on, and the most important moral values that it has, as well as the 
research methodology it uses to interpret knowledge and the goals it seeks. 

Thesis Objectives 

1. Identifying the characteristics of the era in which the author lived  
2. Identifying the sources of Sufism knowledge in the light of Islamic education 
3. Revealing education foundations upon which the Sufi thought is based 
4. Explaining the educational values of Sufism in the light of Islamic education through Alluma'  

Book 
5. Clarifying the research methodology deduced from Alluma' Book in the light of Islamic 

education. 
The most important findings: 

1. Alluma' Book embodies the interaction between Al-Tusi era and his educational idea, as he 
depended in writing this book on the extrapolation of the reality and manifestations of its era 
through the emergence of the movement of asceticism and worship of the Sunnah people and 
the emergence of some strange ideas and beliefs accompanying the movement of Islamic 
mysticism which made to root this thought and purify it from intellectual aberrations. 

2. Although the rare mention of personal and intellectual biography of the author of Alluma' Book 
in the books of biographies and figures classes, but all these sources have consensus regarding the 
goodness of his character and the maturity of his educational thought, through what he wrote in 
this book, and the reason for this was his transfer between countries, his desire to be unknown, 
and his affiliation to no sect or murids. 

3. The emergence of deviant philosophies in Sufism did not appear until after Al-Tusi era, in the 
fifth century AH, but heresies were earlier to that. 

The most important recommendations: 

1- The necessity to care for more studies and research on Sufi educational thought. 
2- The necessity to link earlier Sufi thought to Islamic thought and purifying it from deviant exotic 

educational ideas that marred it, as well as highlighting its Islamic identity. 
3- Conducting educational studies in many behavior and purification books, especially in the first 

preferred centuries, where these ideas are still linked to Islamic reference and sound perception, 
as well as devising educational thought from them in all its aspects, values and methodologies. 

4- Employing fair methodology in studying the Sufi educational heritage, and examining it well 
before judging its validity or invalidity, as there is a lot of sound matters in this intellectual 
heritage, and there are also falsehoods and heresies introduced by some of Sufism associates, as 
well as putting aside  mistakes which imams of Sufism committed . 

 


